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ABSTRACT 

 

ARTICLE INFO 

 Inspired by cloud computing and service computing more and more services are 

emerging as a big data on internet these days. Traditional approaches are not effective 

in order to process service relevant data that becomes too big. So the solution to this 

challenge is Clustering Based Collaborative Filtering. The paper provides review on 

clustering and collaborative filtering techniques. This can be done by recruiting similar 

services in the similar cluster and provide recommend services or recommendations 

collaboratively. The paper is been divided into two parts. The first part provides 

different clustering techniques. The second part provides Collaborative filtering method 

which has been used for recommendation system, which is used in e-commerce market. 

Paper proposes a theoretical survey of these two mechanisms with regards to e-

commerce data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Big data is related to large volume, growing data which is 

complex set with multiple and various sources. Big Data 

applications  includes collecting large amount of data which 

is growing tremendously and it is not possible for common  

software tools to capturing, managing, and processing 

within a acceptable amount of time [1]. Resources like 

Sensor, Cloud Storages, Networks, Social Networks and etc. 

produces big volume of data and it needs to manage reuse 

the data. The main challenging task for the Big Data 

applications is to explain the large volumes of data that is 

big data and get useful information or aspects and 

knowledge for future work[2][3]. A class of emerging high-

end applications needs to perform efficient data computing 

on massive datasets. A challenge for data clustering resides 

in the substantial growth of data generated in many fields 

over the years. This growth requires the distribution of large 

data sets in separate repositories, also called data sites. In 

many scenarios, the data are naturally distributed, i.e., have 

been generated and stored in different data sites. Large 

distributed data sets demand computational techniques that 

are able to extract relevant information with good 

computational performance and scalability. In order to 

accomplish these requirements, low data transmission cost 

is also necessary.It is necessary to consider the following 

three categories: Volume, Velocity & Variety [4] while 

categorizing Big Data. Under comparison of these three 

categories different clustering methods could be evaluated. 

Each category is associated with some criterion. The 

criterion could be explained while keeping in view of 3V 

characteristics of Big Data. The 3V is- volume, velocity and 

variety [4]. Volume is the foremost category while 

surveying clustering in terms of Big Data. Volume could be 

termed as total amount of data. The second category, 

Variety which refers to number of types of data. The last 

category is Velocity which refers to speed of data 

processing. 

II.  RELATED WORK 

 

Service Generated Big Data & Big DaaS [5] 

Large no of services are emerging on the Internet. Data 

generated by services become too large and difficult to be 
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effectively processed by traditional techniques. The main 

problem is how to manage, store, and create values from the 

service-oriented big data. It becomes an important research 

problem. To overcome this problem, this paper presents a 

review of service-generated big data. Services are generated 

as big data. 

 

Neural Network-Based Club-CF [6] 

Recommendation algorithm is used in recommendation 

system. This paper provides a clustering collaborative 

filtering algorithm based on neural networks, used in e-

commerce recommendation system.  

- Cluster analysis is used to collect users with similar 

properties according to web visiting message data.  

- It is not possible to say, a user’s preferences to web 

visiting are related to preference on purchasing the product. 

  

Multi-Dimensional Clustering into CF [7] 

 This paper provides a useful solution that uses a 

collaborative filtering recommendation based model which 

uses multidimensional clustering. It improves effectiveness 

of recommendation. The algorithm works in three steps: 

- Data preprocessing 

- Multidimensional clustering 

-Select the appropriate clusters and provide 

recommendations for the target user. 

 Clusters are produced on item and user profile 

information. Then, Poor clusters those are having 

similar feature or properties are removed.  

 On the basis of cluster pruning method appropriate 

and proper clusters are selected for further use.  

 

 Data Providing Services [8] 

More number of services is emerging on the internet these 

days. Locating a service online may not be accurate from 

the performance point of view, especially in big Internet-

based service databases or repositories. Instead of that, 

services usually are clustered according to their similarity. 

After, those services in one or several clusters are required 

to be examined online. This paper provides a cluster data 

providing (DP) services, which uses a fuzzy C-means 

algorithm.  

 

Network Clustering Technique on Social Network [9] 

A well-known technique used in recommender systems is 

Collaborative Filtering (CF). CF faces problem known as 

data sparsity, where a small set of items are rated by users. 

This affects on the performance of the system and  reduces 

the accuracy of CF algorithms. Based on the social 

information of users this paper delivers a clustering 

approach to derive the recommendations.  

 

An Efficient Hybrid Algorithm for Clustering [10] 

Clustering techniques are gaining too much attention in 

many fields. The most useful technique K-means algorithm 

is used for clustering process. The K-means results depend 

on the start state and optima which is local. In order to 

remove  local optima problem, This paper delivers  an 

efficient hybrid evolutionary optimization algorithm which 

is based on combination of  MICA algorithm and K-means 

(K) algorithm, called K-MICA for clustering N objects into 

K clusters. 

 

III.  BASIC CLUSTERING MECHANISM 

A. Hierarchical Method:  

Depending on the nature, data are organized in a 

hierarchical manner of nearness. Nearness is obtained by the 

intermediate nodes. Hierarchical clustering methods can be 

agglomerative or divisive.  

1) Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering: An 

agglomerative hierarchical clustering technique starts with 

one object for each and every cluster, and  merges two or 

more most appropriate clusters. This method is also known 

as bottom-up approach  

2) Divisive Hierarchical Clustering: A divisive 

hierarchical clustering starts with the datasets as one cluster. 

And it divides the most appropriate cluster. Divisive 

clustering is top-down[11].  

B. Partitioning Method: 

     Here data objects are classified into number of groups. 

Each group is known as a cluster. Each object must be 

associated with a single group or cluster. The length of 

group could be self definable at an initial stage. These 

clusters should fulfill the following requirements: first is the 

one object is present in one group, and second is one group 

is related to only one object. 

1) K-Means: K points[11] are set in the space produced 

by the objects. These points serve as initial group centroids. 

Each object is assigned to the group that has the closest 

centroid. Recalculate the positions of the K centroids after 

all the objects have been assigned. This process continues 

unless and until the centroids no longer move. It divides  of 

the objects into clusters.  

2) K-Medoids: Randomly pick k of the n data points as 

the medoids. A medoid is a data point in finite dataset, 

whose average dissimilarity to all the data points is minimal. 

It is the most centrally located point in the set. 

C. Density Based Method: 

Clustering based on density (local cluster criterion), such 

as density-connected points. Features are as follows:  

• Determines clusters of arbitrary shape  

• One scan  

• Handle noise.  

It needs density parameters as termination condition. There 

are mainly three types.  

1) DBSCAN: Stands for Density Based Spatial Clustering 

of Application with Noise, is a density based clustering 

algorithm. The algorithm determines sufficiently high 

density regions into clusters and clusters are of arbitrary 

shape with noise in spatial databases. It is used to form a 

cluster as a maximum set of density-connected points.  

2) OPTICS: Stands for Ordering Points To Identify 

Clustering Structure [12]. It is similar to DBSCAN, but it 

overcomes the problem of detecting meaningful clusters in 

data of varying density, one major weakness of DBSCAN.  

3) DENCLUE: Stands for DENsity based CLUstEring 

[13]. It is a clustering method based on a set of density 

distribution functions. However, most of the data points, do 

not actually contribute to the overall density function. It 

uses a local density function. This algorithm considers only 

the data points which actually contribute to the overall 

density function. 
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D. Grid Based Clustering Method: 

The space of data object is quantized into grids. It is used to 

discover cluster of any shape. The generated grid-data is 

Before you begin to format your paper, first write and save 

the content as a separate text file. Keep your text and used to 

create grid-based clustering techniques which are 

independent of total number of data objects, and at last 

perform the clustering on the grid.  

    1) STING: It is also known as grid based clustering 

technique consisting multi resolution which is used to divide 

the spatial area into rectangular cells [14].  

2) CLIQUE: Stands for CLustering In QUEst.It was the 

first algorithm proposes that automatically identification of 

sub spaces of a high dimensional data space is better 

clustering than original space.  

E. Model-Based Method:  

Data are clustered according to predefined mathematical 

assumptions and theorem. Generally a probability operation 

is performed for given data sets to cluster it. Before 

applying this algorithm we must ensure that the given data 

set has strong statistical basis. The clustering process using 

Model Based is fast coverage. 

1) EM (Expectation-Maximization): This algorithm can 

be used for finding the parameter estimates that follows 

iterative refinement. It is used to see the variation of the k-

means paradigm, which assigns an object to the cluster with 

which it is most similar, based on the cluster mean. 

 

Figure 1 shows basic clustering mechanism and different 

algorithm developed under this mechanism in terms of 

capability of handling large data sets The figure has been 

referred from [15] Fahad et al. 

 
Figure 1. Tabulation of Clustering Mechanism & their example 

Algorithm 

 

 

IV. COLLABORATIVE FILTERING MECHANISM 

 

 The technique called as Collaborative filtering (CF) is used 

to build recommendations on the Web. Amazon is a popular 

websites that make use of the collaborative filtering 

technology.  

 A. Memory Based Collaborative Filtering: 

[16]Memory based Collaborative filtering contains two 

types of techniques: 

1) User Based Collaborative Filtering: It is used to know 

a user’s interest in the item which depends on the rating 

information gained from similar like user accounts or 

profiles. It considers that, another way is there to find a 

certain items according to user’s interest those having a 

similar interest. First it tries to find the neighbors of user’s 

depending on similarities of user and then merge the 

neighbor users’ rating scores. 

2) Item Based Collaborative Filtering: Like the user based 

collaborative filtering approach item based collaborative 

filtering approach applies same idea. Basic difference is   

instead considering users similarity it uses items similarity. 

It recommends the items to the user those are similar to the 

items which has been preferred by him or her in the past.  

B. Model Based Collaborative Filtering: 

The algorithms under this category make model of the 

user rating and provide item recommendation. [16] The 

approach which is used in this category is probabilistic. 

Other machine learning algorithms can be applied in model 

building process.  

1) Bayesian Network: It drafts the probabilistic model for 

collaborative filtering problem. 

2) Clustering: It considers the collaborative filtering 

problem as classification problem. It processes by keeping 

similar users in the same class.  

3) Rule Based Approaches: It employs association rule 

discovery algorithms to discover association between co-

purchased items and the item recommendations are 

produced on the basis of strength of association between 

items.  

 

C. Hybrid Collaborative Filtering: 

It combines several collaborative techniques like model 

based, memory based along with some other techniques like 

utility based, content based ,knowledge based collaborative 

techniques . 

 

Collaborative Filtering: primary knowledge 

The idea of collaborative filtering comes people who get 

the best recommendations from others with similar tastes. 

Collaborative filtering provides techniques for matching 

users  with similar interests and makes  recommendations. 
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Figure 2. Recommend services to user using traditional approach 

[17]. 

 

The Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the traditional approach to 

recommend services to user and similarity-based approach. 

The base of Clustering-Based Collaborative Filtering is 

Similarity. Here total numbers of available services are 

divided into N clusters.  

 
Figure3. Recommend services based on Similarity approach 

to user [17]. 

 

 Comparison between various collaborative filtering 

techniques is given in Table 1. In terms of parameters like 

scalability, accuracy, memory Consumption, time 

Complexity. 

 

 

TABLE I. Comparison of collaborative filtering techniques. 

 

 

Parameters 

                   Algorithms 

Memory 

Based 

Model 

Based 

Hybrid 

recommender 

Scalability Low High 

 

Very High 

 

Accuracy Low High 

 

Very High 

 

Memory 

Consumption 

Low High 

 

Low 

Time 

Complexity 

Offline 

- O(m) 

 

O(m) 

 

Online 

O(mn) O(mn) 

 

O(mn) 

   

V. CONCLUSION & REMARK 

 

Studied different clustering methods and collaborative 

filtering methods and their sub types which has been used in 

different domain for mining data features. This survey 

delivers a depth in collaborative filtering and clustering 

techniques as a whole and at a place which could be used by 

other researchers. 

For the future research two fields are considered. Firstly, 

with  respect to the  service similarity, the semantic analysis 

may be done. Analysis is done on the description of text of 

service. Secondly, with respect to users, mining the implicit 

interests of reviews or usage records may be a done with 

explicit interests. 
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